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This moment here is so much more than you will ever
Know
'Cause when it's dark we scratch and claw to catch a
Glimpse
Of who is watching over the things that make us who
we
Are
We walk a fine line in between fear and hope
When we say we'll live forever for all you know
Forever's gonna feel alone

Say what you will but I believe in moments like this
They make us matter look in my eyes and tell me you
Don't believe that I'm right
I don't know how to make you hear this run if you want
But I'm not leaving there is a life that makes this
World go around tonight

We're so afraid of what we feel that we ignore what's
Real
Renounce the thought that down inside there is a voice
That screams of something deeper for more than just
the
Here and now
We try and act like everything is in control
When we say there's no forever
But we can't shake the feeling that we are so alone... 

Say what you will but I believe in moments like this
They make us matter look in my eyes and tell me you
Don't believe that I'm right

I don't know how to make you hear this run if you want
But I'm not leaving there is a life that makes this
World go around tonight

Still you hit the train to run from this town but you
Know there's no getting out wherever you go wherever
You are you're never to far gone no we can't run from
Who we are
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Say what you will but I believe in moments like this
They make us matter look in my eyes and tell me you
Don't believe that I'm right
I don't know how to make you hear this run if you want
But I'm not leaving there is a life that makes this
World go around tonight

Say what you will but I believe in moments like this
They make us matter look in my eyes and tell me you
Don't believe that I'm right
I don't know how to make you hear this run if you want
But I'm not leaving there is a life that makes this
World go around tonight

Still you hit the train to run from this town but you
Know there's no getting out wherever you go wherever
You are you're never to far gone no we can't run from
Who we are.
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